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Let F be an algebraically closed tield of characteristic p>O, L= @:= ~, L,,, a 
graded Lie algebra of Cartan type over F. We give a description of the dual adjoint 
module L* by means of the mixed product and the coinduced module such that the 
computation of H’(L, L*) can be reduced to that of the first cohomology of L,,,. 
Then we determine the central extensions and H2(L, F) by computing H’(L, L*). 
r 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let L = es= --r Lcj, be a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type over F, 
where F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. In [ 13, 141, 
Farnsteiner determined the structures of H*(L, F), where L = W(n, m) for 
p > 3, S(n, m) for p > 3 and n = 3, H(n, m) for p > 3, or K(n, m) for p > 3. 
In this paper, we propose a new unifying approach, which is mainly based 
on the computation of H’(L, L*). We first give a description of the dual 
adjoint module L* by means of the mixed product (cf. [21]) and the coin- 
eluded module (cf. [ 17, Section 31). Thus the computation of H’(L, L*) is 
reduced to the computation of the cohomology of L,,, which is the Lie 
algebra of a certain reductive algebraic group and we exploit certain 
techniques in the reresentation theory of reductive algebraic groups. We 
determine the structures of H’(L, L*) and H2(L, F), where L= W(n, m) 
for p > 0, S(n, m) for n > 3 and p > 2, H(n, m) for p > 2, or K(n, m) for 
p > 2 and n + 3 f 0 mod (p), with which we are able to determine the 
central extensions of these graded Lie algebras of Cartan type for all cases 
dealt with in this paper, except L = S(n, m) for p = 2, or K(n, m) for p > 2 
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and n + 3 = 0 mod (p). For the remaining case of K(n, m), we discuss some 
cohomology properties and obtain an estimate of the dimension of 
H2(W, ml, 0 
The author is indebted to Professors Shen, Guangyu, and Rolf 
Farnsteiner for helpful discussions and suggestions on this work. 
1. ~ELIMINAR~~ 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that F is an algebraically closed 
field, char F= p > 0. Let L be finite dimensional Lie algebra over F. We 
recall briefly the relationship between central extensions 0 + F + E + L -+ 0 
of L and H2(L, F), where F is considered as a trivial L-module. Let 
$ E Z*(L, I;). Denote by E, the extension of L by a one-dimensional center 
associated to the 2-cocycle $. Explicitly, E, = L@ FC (direct sum of vector 
spaces) and the bracket therein is given by 
where II, I2 EL, a,, a, E F. Denote by [$] the cohomology class 
I++  B*(L, F) of I,$. Then there is a l-l correspondence between H*(L, F) 
and the set of equivalence classes of central extensions of L by associating 
to [$I the equivalence class of 
O-tF+E,-+L-+O. 
Let Y be an L-module. A linear mapping cp: L + V is called a derivation 
from L into I/ if 
40(E~l,~21)=~,40(~2)-~2SP(~,), QI,,I,EL. 
Thus cp E C’(L, V) is a derivation if and only if cp E Z’(L, V). Suppose 
that U is another L-module. A bilinear form il: U x V --) F is invariant if 
I(x.u, u)= -1(u, x.v), QXC L, Q(u, U)E Ux V. A linear map rp: U-r V is 
said to be skew with respect to i if 3,(u,, ~(a~))= -1(u2, cp(u,)), 
Vu,, u2 E U. Denote the subspace of skew derivations in Z’(L, V) by 
Sk Der,(L, V). Note that a derivation 40 from L into L* is skew if and only 
if cp(f, )U2) = - 40(12)(1, 1, VII, f2 E L. Let 
y: C’(L, Ff + C”(L, I;*) 
(P-‘(Pl 
(1.1) 
be given by (pi(1,)(&) = cp(l,, 12). It is easily shown that Y induces an 
injective map from H2(L, F) to H’(L, L*). Farnsteiner has proved that the 
map Y has the following properties. 
4z31:149*1-4 
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PROPOSITION 1.1 [ 13, Proposition 1.3). Let L be a Lie algebra ouer F. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(1) H2(L,F)rimY={[[rp]~H’(L,L*)~q~SkDkr,(L,L*)}; 
(2) If L is simple and does not possess a nondegenerate associative 
form then H2(L, F)r H’(L, L*). 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [ 13, Theorem 2.31. Let L = @I= or LCi, be a graded 
simple Lie algebra such that CL,-, ,, L,,,] = LCiP ,) for -r d 1 d s. Suppose 
that 
(1) L possesses a nondegenerate associative form II : L x L -+ F, 
(2) There is a non-zero ideal J of L(,, such that 
(a) Every derivation of J is inner, 
(b) J= [IJ, Jl, 
(c) L,,Y, and L, ~, , are J-irreducible. 
Then Z’(L, L) = Sk Der,(L, L) + F$,, and dim, H’(L, F) = 
dim, H’(L, L) - 1 + 6(0, s - r), where the entries of the Kronecker-symbol 
are interpreted mod (p) and @,, E Z’(L, L) is given by tiD 1 L,,, = i idrcI, which 
is skew ifand only ifs-r=Omod (p). 
2. THE DUAL ADJOINT MODULES OF THE 
GRADED CARTAN TYPE LIE ALGEBRAS 
All Lie algebras and modules treated in this section are assumed to be 
finite-dimensional. 
We are ready to give a brief description of the graded Lie algebras of 
Cartan type. Let A(n) be the set of n-tuples of nonnegative integers, 
E, = (hIi, . ..) 6,j)EA(n). For cc=(a ,,..., or,)~A(n), set 
(a( = i aj. 
i= 1 
Let U(n) be the divided power algebra with basis (xca) 1 tl E A(n)) and mul- 
tiplication 
where 
x(=)x(B) =C” + Bx(I + B) a 9 a, PEA(n), 
c;= fi c;, for a = (aI, . . . . a,), P = (B1, .. . . 8,) E A(n), 
i= 1 
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and C4 is the usual binomial coefficient. If m = (m,, . . . . m,) is an n-tuple of 
positive integers and A(n, m) = (IX E A(n) 1 cli < pm’, i = 1, ,.,, n}, then 
‘9I = (U(n, m) = (A@ 1 CI E A(n, m)) is a subalgebra of a(n). 
Define derivations Di, i = 1, ..,, n, by 
D ,X(a) =; +- 6) I 
(we set x’“‘=O, if ~~~(~)). Then 
W= W(n, m);= i a/ Dj 1 this a(~, m) 
I= I 
is a derivation algebra of 9l(n, m). The bracket operation of W(n, m) is 
Set (uti) = (x(“) / Ia/ = i) and Wti, = (xt’)Dj / x@) E 21fj+ tl, j= 1, . . . . n>. 
Then W = @ j a _ I W(, is a graded Lie algebra of depth 1, which is simple, 
unless p = 2 and n = 1, and which possesses a nondegenerate associative 
form if and only if n = 1 and p = 3 or n = 2 and p = 2 (cf. [24, Chap. 4, 
Theorem 6.31). 
The subspace S(n, m)(n > 3) spanned by 
Dj,j(f) :=Dj(f)Dj-Dt(S) Di, fE %(n, m), i, j= 1, . . . . n, (2.2) 
is a Lie subalgebra of W(n, m), which is simple and admits a non- 
degenerate associative form if and only if n = 3 [24, Chap. 4, Theorem 6.41. 
Write x = ( pm1 - 1, . . . . pm, - 1). 
If n = 2r, let 
i 
1, 
a(i) := _ 1 
1 <fir, 
, r<i<n, 
i’ = i + a(i)r, i=l n. 3 “., 
The subspace H(n, m) spanned by 
Dn(xia)) := 1 cr(i’) Dif(xca)) Dj, crEA(n,m), cxfn, (2.3) 
is a Lie subalgebra of S(n, m), which is simple and possesses a non- 
degenerate associative form if p > 2 [24, Chap. 4, Theorem 6.51. 
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Now we consider the case of K(n, m) (p > 2). We put n := 2r + 1 and 
consider the algebra %(n, m) with Lie product 
where }lclll := la1 +a,-2, {.x(“, ,x(~~):=C~=, CJ(~)X(‘-~~X(~-~“, 
4j) = 
i 
1, j<r, 
i 
j + r, j 6 r, 
-1, j>r+l, 
,j'= 
j-r, jar+ 1. 
Then 9Ifq m) is graded with 
a(& m)(i) = (Xc’) 1 //U/l = i), 
Let D,: ‘%(a, m -+ IV(n, m) be the canonical linear mapping defined by 
DK(xca))= t (fl(j') v~(“-E’) 
j= I 
’ +x’“-J:~lx’“‘)D,+(2-~~oj)x”‘D.. 
If we identify f~‘?I(n, m) with DK(f), then we have 
n+3 f Omod (p), 
n+3=Omod(p). 
If L is any one of W(n, m), S(n, m), and H(n, m), then L = @ia -1 Lci, = 
@ rr _ I L n WCij is a graded Lie algebra of depth 1 and under the linear 
map x (Esf D,i -P E,, Lfo, it is isomorphic to gl(n), s&z), and sp(n), respec- 
tively, where E, is the matrix whose (k, I) component is dik Sj,. 
If L = K(n, m), let KCi, = ‘$I(n, m),,,; then L = @ ;= z E&, is a graded Lie 
algebra of depth 2. 
Let L= @f=-, Lci, be a graded Lie algebra and Li= @jaiLc,j). Let 
U(L) and U(L,) be the universal enveloping algebras of L and L,, respec- 
tively. Adopting the notation of [ 17, Section 11, we define the subalgebra 
B(L, L,) of U(L) as follows. Let L- = oi<,, Lci, and {w,, . . . . wk} be its 
basis. Then there exist m,, . . . . mk such that 
(ad wr)@“‘=O, 1 <i<k. 
Thus the elements zi = wr belong to the center of U(L) and the sub- 
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algebra @(L, L,) of U(L), which is generated by U(L,) and {zi, . . . . zk), is 
isomorphic to FEZ,, . . . . zk] @r U(L,), the first factor being a polynomial 
ring in k indeterminates. 
Let V be an LO-module. The action of U(L,) on V can be extended to 
B(L, L,) by letting the polynomial algebra Fl]z,, . . . . zk] operate via its 
canonical supplementation. Henceforth all LO-modules will be considered 
O(L, L,)-modules in this fashion. Let c denote the natural representations 
of L, in L/L,. Then there exists the unique homomorphism CT: U(L,) -+ F 
of F-algebras such that o(x) = tr([(x)). We introduce a twisted action on V 
by setting x. u := xv + a(x) v. The new LO-module will be called V,. By [ 17, 
Theorem 1.41, there is a natural isomorphism of U(L)-modules between 
the induced module and the coinduced module 
If V is an Labs-module, then we can extend the operations on V to Lo by 
letting L, act trivially and regard it as an LO-module. 
If L is a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type of type B’((n, m)( = W), 
S(n, m)( =S), H(n, m)( =H), then (0,) . . . . D,j is the canonical basis 
of L-( =L,- 1,) and we can define zi := Dp”‘, i= 1, . . . . n. By [16, 
Theorem 4.43, if V, is a finite dimensional L(,,-module then the coinduced 
module Hom,(,, & U(L), V,) is isomorphic to the mixed product PO (i.e., 
9l(n, m) x V,). Now we shall give the dual modules PP’(n, m)*, S(n, m)*, 
and H(n, m)* in the forms of coinduced odules or mixed products. 
Let h(L,,,) be the standard Cartan subalgebra of L(,,= gl(n), sl(n), or 
sp(n) and Aj, i = 1, . . . . n, the linear functions on h(gl(n)) = (E,, , . . . . E,,) 
such that 
The restriction of ni on every h(L& will also be denoted by Ai. Let 
E,, = 0, A,= i Aj, i = 1, . . . . n. (2.6) 
j=l 
Then A, (i= 1, . . . . n, for L(,, = gl(n); i= 1, . . . . n - 1, for LtO, = sl(n); 
i= 1, . . . . r, for L(,, = sp(n)) are the fundamental weights of LcO,. Every 
weight of gl(n), sl(n), or sp(n) is a linear combination of the fundamental 
weights. We have 
Aj=R,--%-~, )...) n. i=l (2.7) 
If 2.~ (h(~(~)))*, denote by V,(A) the irreducible module of gl(n) with 
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highest weight %. Let N, be an n-dimensional linear space with basis 
{e 1 , .‘., e,>. On N,, we have the natural representation v0 of gl(n): 
vo(Eq)e, = Sikei. 
It is obvious that nils, A . A N, (i factors) = VO(&), i = 1, . . . . n. Let T be 
the trace representation on N, and co = v0 -t- T. Thus (TV is a representation 
on No by 
A.u=Ati+(TrA)v, vAEgl(n), UEN,. (2.8) 
LEMMA 2.1. The dual rn~dul~ W(n, m)* is is~rn~rph~c to the ~~i~d~~~d 
rn5d~le Horn Bc w, wof( U( W), No), where IV,, is the module of the $epre~e~tati~n 
00 4 W(O). 
Vi:= {fE W* ~f(W~j,)=O,forj#~m~ - 1 -i>. 
Then W* = V= oiso Vi and V is a positively and transitively graded 
W-module satisfying zj. V= 0, 1 < j 6 n. We can easily verify V0 z No 
(regarded as gl(n)-modules). By [ 16, Proposition 4.31, there is an injective 
homomorphism Y: I’-+ Hom,(, ,.& U( W), No). Since V and Hom,(,, wOJ 
(U(W), No) have the same dimension over F, we obtain the desired 
isomorphism. i 
Now we consider the case S(n, m), where n 3 3 and p> 2. It is well 
known that the gl(~)-module V,(&) (i= 1, . . . . 12 - 1) can be also regarded as 
an sl(~)-irreducible module. The mixed product pO(nj) = QI@ I’,(&) of 
Wtn, m) is also a mixed product of S(n, m), As in [22], if V, is Lfot- 
irreducible, then we dnote the unique minimum submodule U(S)( 10 V,) 
of po(zHom e~~,,,tVW, f’otn)))b~ (voO)min t ~(H~me~,~,~tUtW, vo(~))min). 
By [22, Theorem 2.23, any irreducible graded s-module with base space 
V, is isomorphic to ( pO)mln. For convenience, denote Hom,,,,,( U(S), 
VO(%i))min by M(ni), i= 1, ...( n - 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let char F= p > 2. Then 
S(n, m)* 2 M(I,). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, as S(n, m)-modules, we have 
W(n, ml* z Hom~~~.~~~(U(~), ~otA h 
Since S(n, m) is isomorphic to the minimum submodule of W(n, m) 
(regarded as an S(n, m)-module), S(n, m)* is isomorphic to the irreducible 
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quotient module of FV(n, m) *. Since [23, Theorem 2.21 is also true for 
p > 2, we have S(n, m)* r M(&). i 
By [23, Theorem 2.2 3, we also have two exact sequences 
O-+F”” --+ iT,(a,)/Mfn,)-iM(n,)-,o, 
0 -+ F"("- tYz -+ i;l,(%,)/M(%,) + M(R,) -+ 0. 
(2.9) 
Next, we shall consider the case H(n, m)(n = 2r) for p> 2. By [24, 
Theorem 4.65, remark, p. 168; 23, Theorem 2.31, we have 
LEMMA 2.3. Let char F= p > 2. Then H(n, m)* z H(n, m) z %‘/F. 1 
(regarded as H(n, m)-modules), where ‘3 := @ 3i+l( (x’“‘), and there are 
three exact sequences: 
0 -+ 9I’ + ‘%( ~Horn~~~,~~~( U(H), V,(%,)) --+ F-+ 0, 
O+F+‘W-+%‘/F~l +O, 
0 -+ ‘W/F. 1 --+ Horn /3(“,ffo,(~(fo vo(4)). 
Remark 2.1. We make the following corrections to [23]: (a) In 
[23, Theorem 2.21, (4) is valid only for i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 2. When i= n - 1, 
M(A,+ i) should be regarded as the corresponding irreducible module of 
FV(n, m), which, as an S(n, m)-module is isomorphic to pO(&) which 
decomposes into two factors, F and M(A.,). Besides, the ai in (3) should be 
Qi- r. (b) In [23, Theorem 2.3(4)], the multiplicity of the trivial module is 
cyt-cy+'-26,,+6~,. 
We conclude this section by considering the case of K(n, m) (=K) 
(p > 2). Since D,(x’““) = a(i) Djf + xCEf) D, and DK( I) = 2D,, we have 
(ad D,(x’“~‘))~“” = (ad a(i) Djf)Pmi’ + (ad x(“) Dn)pm” = 0, 
(ad D,(1)f6”“=0. 
i = 1, . . . . 2r, 
Hence the elements 
zi := DR(~(E~)))~” (or (x’““)~“I”) , i = 1, . . . . 2r, 
z, := (DK( l))P” (or 1”“) 
belong to the center of U(K) and the subalgebra B(K, &) of U(K,) which 
is generated by U(&) and {z, , . . . . z, >. 
Let f,: K + F denote the linear function defined by 
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(f, I xeA(n, ml>, n+3$0mod(p), 
n+3zOmod (p). 
Let V be the (,@‘+‘I) 1 1 < , I, j 6 2r)-module (i.e., sp(2r)-module) with 
the highest weight A, such that the action of x(&“) on V is the scalar multi- . . phcatron by c. We denote the Kc,, -module V by V(A, c) and extend the 
operations on V(A, c) to K, by letting K, act trivially. 
LEMMA 2.4. (1) Suppose that n + 3 f 0 mod(p). Then 
K(n, ml* z Hom,(, Ko)(WQ VP, n + 3)). 
(2) Suppose that n + 3 = 0 mod (p). Then 
K(n, ml* z Home(K,Ko,(WO, W, O))lF, 
where F is the one-dimensional trivial K-module. 
Proof. (1) By [24, Chap. 4, Theorem 6.61, if n + 5 z 0 mod (p), then K 
possesses a nonsingular associative form. Hence 
K(n, m)* r K(n, m). 
Put Vi := Kcip2). Then V= eia0 Vi is a positively and transitively graded 
K-module (cf. [22, Definition 1 and 1.11) satisfying zj V = (0), 1 < j < n. 
Since V, = K, *) E V(0, - 2), by [ 16, Proposition 4.31, we easily obtain the 
desired isomorphism. If n + 5 $0 mod (p) and n + 3 $0 mod (p), then put 
V,= {~EK* ]f(K,,,)=O,forj# -i+s). 
Then K* = V= oiz0 V, and V,, = (f,) z V(0, n + 3). We can easily show 
that 
K* r Horn w,~,,)(UWL W, n + 3)). 
(2) If n + 3 = 0 mod (p), then K has codimension 1 in %(n, m). 
Since %(n, m)* Z Hom,(,,,,(U(K), V(0, 0)), we obtain the desired 
isomorphism. 1 
Remark 2.2. If n + 3 = 0 mod (p), then K(n, m)* is isomorphic to a 
proper submodule of 
W~@BW~) Uh, - 11, ( zH~~,,,,,,,(U(K), VA,, - 1))). 
Indeed, let K*=@f=pc,pI,(K*)i, then (K*)L(,s-l,= (L, I j= 
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1, 2, . ..) 2r) r V(J,,, - 1). By [16, Proposition 4.31, we obtain the desired 
injective homomorphism. 
3. THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS H'(W(n, m), W(n,m)*) 
Let charF=p>O. Put W= W(n,m) and Wi=eibi Wij,. Let 
r=C;=, E,,Egl(n)= W(O). Then the action of I on N, is the scalar multi- 
plication by n + 1. Suppose first that W is simple. Then ND is a nontrivial 
irreducible gI(n)-module with a highest weight. By Lemma 2.1 and [ 16, 
Theorem 4.11, we have 
H’( w, w*) E H’( w,, iv()). (3.1) 
To compute H’( W,, N,), only two cases need to be considered: 
(1)p/n+l,n~2;(2)p~n+l. 
(1) Since p j n+ I, I acts trivially on No. By [S, Proposition 3.11, we 
have 
H’( w,, N(pnul* (3.2) 
Using the cohomology five-term sequence, we have 
0 -+ H’(gl(n), N,W1) -+ H’( w,, N,) -+ H’( w, ) N#“’ 
+ H2(gl(n), N,W’) + H2( w,, V*). (3.3) 
Since p t PI, by (3.2) and (3.3), we have 
H”( wo, iv,) z H’(gI(n), z?*) z H’(sl(n), V&X)). (3.4) 
In [6], we give a vanishing condition of H’(g, V), where g is a classical 
Lie algebra and V is a finite dimensional restricted g-module. Fix a Cartan 
subalgebra h in g. Let @ be the root system of h. For I. E h*, we define 
V>,={uEv’h-u=~(h)u for all h E h >. 
If V, # 0, we call it a weight space, 1 a weight of g-module V. We denote 
the set of all weights of V by IT. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (cf. [6, Theorem 4.4; or 1.5, Proposition 1.23). Let V 
be a finite dimensional restricted g-module with the set of weights Z7. rf 
Z7n {@u (0)) = 0, then 
H’(g, V) = 0. 
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Note that the root system of s](n) is @= (Ai--Aj 1 i#j, i,j= 1, . . ..n> 
and the weight set of V,(A,) is Z7= (AI, A,, . . . . A,). By Proposition 3.1, if 
n>3 and ~23, then IIn (@u(O))=@ and 
N”fsl(n), V,(&)) =o. 
If n=3 and p=2, let @= {al,a,,or,+tx,j, then 
(3.5) 
A, =a2, A2=a,+ff*, A3=;“,. 
Let {Ef’] be the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence relative to the 
subalgebra h such that 
EZ’ iz H’(s1(3), vo(/z,))/Ey (3.6) 
(cf. [S, (2.2)]). By [18, Section 2, Corollary to Theorem 21, we have 
E;‘rH”(h, c’(sl(3),%, Y&J.,)) 
rHom,(Nh, C’(s1(3)/hV0(L,))h). 
Since VO(A,)h=O, by (3.6) and (3.7), we have 
(3.7) 
IJ’(s1(3), VJ&)) z IQ? (3.8) 
By [lS, Section 2, p. 5941, E:‘z H’(sl(3), h, VO(A,)). Hence E$’ is a 
subspace of H’(s1(3), V,(A,)), On the other hand, Eke is a subquotient 
module of Ei”. It implies that 
H’(d(3), V,(A,))s H’(s1(3), h, v,(&)) =Z’(s1(3), h, V,(A,)). 
Let {h,,, hat, xX1, xX2, x,,+~~, Y%,, ya2, Y,,+~~) be the Chevalley basis of 
sl(3) and eiE Vo(rZ1), the weight vector with the weight Ai, i= 1, 2, 3. By 
direct computation, we can show that 
H’(si(2), F’,(sl,)) E F@ F (3.12) 
(cf. [6, Lemma 5.1-J). By (3.1), (3.4), (3.5), (3.91, and (3.101, we have 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose n > 2 and p 1 n + 1; rhen 
i 
FOE; if n=2andp=3, 
fwK w*)s <4(1,, $2, $3>, if n=3andp=2, 
0, otherwise. 
(2) Since p j n + 1, Z does not act trivially on N,. 
(a) If p 1 a, then the action of Z on N, is not the scalar multiplication 
by 1. By [S, Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2, (3.2), and (3,4)], we have 
i if n = 1, p = 3, 
if n= 1, p=3, 
if n 2 2. 
(3.11) 
(b) If p 1 n, then by [S, (3.3) and (3.4)] we have 
H’(h &)~Hom,ldWC@‘l~ WY NJ 
g Homgl&+‘(,,~ %I
g Hom,i(n,W&3 fJL,T C.d4)). 
We claim that 
H’( w,, Iv,) =o. (3.12) 
Indeed, in prime characteristic, we know that the tensor product 
cU(,) 0 IV, _ ,) has a good filtration with two factors. These two factors are 
the Weyl modules PTA, + A,... 1and VA-i,, with highest weights 21, + I,- 1 and 
A,, respectively. Then we need to show only that 
Let the maximal torus T be the subgroup of G = GLfn) consisting of 
diagonal matrices, X(T) the lattice of all weights of T and X(T)+ the set 
of dominant weights in X(T). The any weight .D E X(T) is of the form 
~(g)=(gll)“‘(g*2)~*..~(gn,)~“r 
where g = ( gV) E T and pl, ,uz, . . . . ,u,, are integers, so we can identify p with 
the vector /1- = (,uL1, . . .. pL,) E H”. By delinition, 
X(T)+ = {WY(T) I y, 2~22 ..* >:e%O>. 
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Clearly X(T)+ is in l-l correspondence with the set of partitions with at 
most n parts. Then 22, + A,, , and %, can be identify with the partitions 
p = (3, 1, 1, . . . . 1,0) and p’ = (1, 0, 0, . . . . 0), respectively. Since 2~~ ( = n + 1) 
# CpL: (= 1) in Z, by [4, Section 3.8, Remark 2)], we have 
Homgl(n~(~2j.l+j.~~,, VO(AI))=O. 
By (3.1), (3.11), and (3.12), we have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose p J n + 1. Then 
H’( W, W*) z 
if n= 1, p=3, 
if n= 1, p>3, 
otherwise. 
In the remaining case n = 1 and p = 2 which implies that N,,( = F) is the 
trivial gl( 1)-module and W* r ‘$I. By [8, Lemmas 3.1 2.11, 
H’(W, W*)= (t-Pl>OH’W’o, F), (3.13) 
where B(x(“‘) 0,) = x(~&‘)x((~~’  l)‘l), i = 0, 1, . . . . ~“1~ ‘. By (3.3), there is an 
exact sequence 
0 + H’(gl( l), F) + H’( W,, F) -+ H’( W,, F)g’(l) -+ 0. (3.14) 
Similarly as in (3.11), we can show that 
H’( W, , F)gl(l) z (x((~~-‘)“~‘D, 11 <k<m,). 
Since H’(gl( l), F) r F, we have 
H’(W, W*)Z ([p])OFO(x”“-““I’O, 11 <k<m,). (3.15) 
By Proposition 3.2, Proposition 3.3, and (3.15), we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let char F = p > 0. Then 
ml, if n=l,p=2, 
ml - 1, if n= 1, p=3, 
dim, H’( W(n, m), W(n, m)*) = :’ 
if n=l,p>3, 
3: 
if n = 2, p = 3, 
if n = 3, p = 2, 
0, otherwise. 
If n = 1 and p = 3, then by [ 11, Theorem 21, we have 
H’(W, w*)rH*(W,F). 
By Proposition 1.1 and (3.16), we have 
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(3.16) 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let char F= p > 0. Then 
H'(W(t-2, m), F)r H'( W(n, m), W(n, m)*). 
Remark 3.1. Central extensions of W(n, m) have been obtained by 
Dzhumadil’daev [ 111 and Farnsteiner [ 143, for p> 3, which can be 
conveniently described by means of skew derivations q : IV--+ W*. By 
Corollary 3.1, we can obtain central extensions of W(n, m) for all p > 0, 
where the case of p = 2 is new. 
Now we shall determine central extensions of W(3, m) for p = 2. In the 
same way, we can also deal with the cases of n = 1 and 2. It is easily seen 
that the 1-cocycle $,~Z*(sl(3), V,(;l,)) (i= 1,2, 3) can be extended to a 
l-cocycle on IV, via I+?~( W,)= Il/(Z)=O (the 1-cocycle on W. will also be 
denoted by rj;). Using the method in the proof of [S, Lemma 2.11, 
tii E Z’( W,, No) can be extended to a 1-cocycle gi E Z’( W, N,) such that 
l&x(“) q = i D,(x’“‘) Il’;(.a+” Oi), i= 1, 2, 3. (3.17) 
k=I 
Let (F’Ei 1 c~=(cL,, . . .. a,)~A(n,m), i= 1, . . . . n) be the dual basis of 
W(n, m)* such that 
( y~~j)(,~(~) Dj = 6,, 6,. 
By [22, Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.21, we can show that the linear map 
01 D;’ . . . DFx(“) @ ei b-b y”E, 
is an isomorphism of i3, onto W(n, m)*. Put 
q, := !P~lJi, i= 1, 2, 3. 
By Corollary 3.1, (l.l), and (3.17), we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let char F = p = 2. Then 
~‘(W(3,m),F)~ 6 (IIvtJ), 
?=I 
(3.18) 
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where 
cp;(x’“’ Dj, x(B) Dk) = 
1, if fi = TC - a + E; and 6, = 6, = Sjk = 0, 
0, otherwise. 
4. THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS H’(S(n, m), S(n, m)*) 
In this section we assume that p > 2. Let S = S(n, m) and S, = Qjjai Scj,. 
First, we shall compute H’(S(n, m), vO(&)). Clearly, we have 
1 
H’(X vo(12)) z H (X Homec,,so, (VS)? Vo(A2)) 
r H’(S,, J’-,(h)). (4.1) 
Using the cohomology five-term sequence, we have 
0 -+ H’(sl(n), V,(3.,)“) -i H’(S,, V,(A,)) + H’(S,, V0(122))s1’n) 
-+ H2(sl(n), I’,(A2)S’). (4.2) 
By [S, (3.10)] we have 
H*(sl(n), I’JA,)“‘) = 0. (4.3) 
As S, acts trivially on VO(&), 
We regard S,/[S,, S,] as an ScO) (2 sl(n))-module and investigate its 
weight vectors with the weight AZ (=/ii + A,). Let Dj,j(xca)) + [S,, S,] be 
one of them, where a = (al, . . . . a,) E 2I(n, m). Write D = Di,,(x@)) and note 
that 
a2~al-Sli-~I,+S2i+~2,mod(p) 
c/3~al-d1,-6l,+S3i+S3i- 1 mod(p) 
a,~al-6,i-6,j+6,i$6,-1 mod(p) 
and 
(4.4) 
C-+ D,, 01 E cs, 3 s, 1 for 1 dk<l<n. (4.5) 
If n > 3, then we can verify D E [S,, S,] by virtue of (4.4). It implies that 
H’(S, v0(A2)) E Horn ,l(n,(~l/c~l> S,lT vcdn,))=o for n>3. (4.6) 
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If n = 3, then by (4.4) and (4.5) we can show that 
D = D1,#E’+pkq for i= 1, 2,j= 1, 2, 3, and 1 6k<mj. 
Since D1 3(,y(“l+pkS)) = D2 3(~(E2+Pke~)) = -xcpke/)D3, for j = 1, 2 and 
Ddx (&I +‘P$) e D, 3(x( EZ+J’kk)) mod[S,, S,], we obtain 
Hom,l(3,(S,/CSl, ,l, J’dU) 
= (D,,Ax (ClfPkF1)) / j= 1, 2, 3, 1 <k<m,). (4.7) 
It implies that 
H’(S(3, m), i;,(&))r (D,Jx(~~+~‘~)) 1j= 1, 2, 3, 1 <k<m,). (4.8) 
Next, we shall compute H’(S, M(&)). Using the short exact sequence 
0 --t wb) -+ ho, --) ~06(~2)lWM -+ 0, 
we have the long exact sequence 
HO(S, W&)) -+ HO(SY ~010(~2)) + Hots> ~o(~2YWU 
+ ff’(S, MA2)) -+ fez ~oo(M. (4.9) 
If n > 3, then by (4.6), (4.9), and (2.9), we have 
H’(S(n, m), M(il,)) z ( ~o(ls,)/M(~,))S~~F”(“-‘)‘2. (4.10) 
If n = 3, then (ad Dj)“” is an outer derivation of S(3, m), for 1 ,<j< 3, 
1 <k<m,, and S*rS. Let 
<: H’(S, S) + H’(S, M(A,)) -+ H’(S, Po(n,)) 
-+ Homs,&JCS,~ &I, vo(J2)) 
be the canonical map and note that 
<([(ad D~)““])=D~,~(x”‘~~~“‘). 
Then the map H’(S, M(&)) + H’(S, PO(&)) is surjective. By (4.10), (2.9) 
and Remark 2.1 (a), we have 
dim, H’(S, S*) = dim,( ~o(A2)/A4(&))S +dim, H’(S, vO(A,)) 
= (ml + 1. (4.11) 
Therefore, 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that p > 2. Then 
dim, H’(S(n, m), S(n, m)*) = Id+ 1, 
if n=3, 
n(n - 1 l/2, if n>3. 
By Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, and Theorem 4.1, we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that p > 2. Then 
dim, H’(S(n, m), F) = /ml, 
if n=3, 
n(n - 1 J/2, lf n>3. 
Remark 4.1. Let Q’(n, m) be the S(n, m)-modules of differential forms 
of ith degree with coefficients ti(n, m). Put xi= xCEE). The linear map 
xc’)@ (e,, A . . . .A e.) + x(‘) dx,, A . . A dx, is a module isomorphism of 
rO(Ai) onto Q’(n, rk). Define as usual the exterior differential operation 
d,: &(L,) + &(/12) by 
where f~‘U(n, m) and df =xy= L (D;f) dx;. By [23, Theorem 2.21, we 
have 
d, ~,(~,) = M(&). 
Since (~,JA2)/M(EW2))S~ (xf’m’P’xymlP1(dx, A dx,)l 1 <i<j<n)~F”‘“~“/“, 
by (4.10), we obtain 
H’(Sh ml, M(J2)) = ( Cll/i,,l I 1 Q 
where 
-c j<n), for n>3, 
rc/;, j(D) = D(xfrn’- ‘xp’ ‘(dx; A dx.J) (4.12) 
belongs to M(A,) = A, ~O(Jb,), for D E 5’. Since 
d,(x’“’ dxj) = i x(“-~” dxi A dx, 
i=l 
and yl(xCLI)@ej)l.~ S*, by (4.12), $i,i can be described as an element of 
Z’(S, S*). Hence 
H*(S(n, m), F) z H’(S(n, m), S(n, m)*) 
Z ([$i,jl I 1 bi<j<n) for n>3. 
Remark 4.2. In [lo], the results pertaining to H2(S(3, m), F) (p z 3) 
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(without detailed proof) seem to be incorrect. In [13], Farnsteiner only 
determined the structures of H’(S, (3, m), F) (p > 3), since his treatment 
depends on the condition that S(n, m) possesses a nondegenerate 
associative form, that is, n = 3. Now our results include all cases of p > 2 
and every n > 1. 
5. THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS H’(H(n, m), H(n, m)*) 
Suppose that p > 2 and n = 2r. Let H = H(n, m) and Hi = ejai Hcj,. By 
Lemma 2.3 and [ 16, Corollary 4.51, we have the long exact sequences 
O+ H”(H, W) --t H”(H, 9I) + H”(H, F) + H’(H, W) + H’(H, 8) + 0, 
0 + H’(H, 2l’) + H’(H, W/f’. l), 
which entail that 
H’(H,‘U’)rFOH’(H,~)~~FOH,_,,OH’(H,,F) 
zFPOH,-,,O (DH(x (pL’Ei)) 10 <pj<mi, i= 1, . . . . n) 
and 
dim, H’(H, H*) > dim, H’(H, 2l’) = Irnl + 1. 
Let $b E Z’(H, H) be the degree derivation which is given by 
lCID I HI,, = i idHC,, . It is obvious that [ll/b 4 <H’(H, ‘8’) E H’(H, %I’/$‘. 1) 
(= H (H, H)). Hence 
dim, H’(H, H*) 2 dim, H’(H, 2l’) + 1 = [ml + 2. (5.1) 
On the other hand, since the set of weights of the sp(n)-module V,(A,) 
is {A,, . . . . A,, --A,, . . . . -A,} and the root system of sp(n) is GJ= 
{ fAi&A,, +2Aj I l<i<k<r, 1 <j<r}, by Proposition 3.1, we have 
H’(sp(n), f,‘,(4)) = 0, 
and, by direct computation, we have 
H’(H,, Vo(Al))sp(n)~ (DH(~(E1fp”‘gz)) I O<pj<mi, i= 1, . . . . n). 
Therefore, by the cohomology five-term sequence, 
o-+H’(sp(n), I’o(k)) + H’Wo, v,(h)) 
(gH’(H, Horn w,~od~(W~ v,(k)))) 
+ H’W,, ~o/O(l,))SP(n) + H2(sp(n), Vo(%,)) 
+ H’(Ho, vo(4 I)> 
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we obtain 
dim, H’(H, Horn N(II,Ho)(U(ff), vo(il))) G Iml -n. (5.2) 
Using the long exact sequence theorem, we have the long exact sequence 
0 -+ (Hom~(~.~*)(U(~), f’d4 ))/(~‘/F. 1 )jH -+ H*(H, %‘jF. 1) 
+ H’(H, Horn B(/f.H&w~~ vo(&))). 
Since (Horn O(H,H,,j(U(H), V0(A,))/2t’/F. l))H r F*+2 (by [23, Theorem 
2.3]), we have 
dim,H1(N,H*)=dim,H1(H,21’/F~1)~~m~+2. (5.3) 
Therefore, 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that p > 2. Then 
dim, H’(IY, (n, m), H(n, m)*) = /ml + 2. 
By Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 5.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that p > 2. Then 
dim, H*(H(n, m), F) = 14 + 2, 
if n+4=Omod (p), 
Im/+L otherwise. 
6. THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS H'(K(n, m),K(n,m)*) 
Suppose that p > 2 and n = 2r + 1. We first assume n + 5 E 0 mod (p). 
Clearly, we have 
fWC K*) 2 ff*W, Horn,,,,,(W), VA -2))) 
rH’(&, V(0, -2)). (6.1) 
Using the cohomology five-term sequence, we have 
0-r ff’W(,), wh -2))+ ff’v‘& I/(0, -2)) 
+ H’(K,, V(0, -2))Q) + H2(K((J), V(0, -2)). (6.2) 
Since (x@~)) is an ideal of Kc,,, there is the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence {E:‘), whose E, term is associated with H*(K,,,, T/(0, -2)) = 0; 
that is, 
Ei;-’ = ~i(~(~)/(X(~~’ >? W(-+“)), w, -2)) 7 fm(O), WA -211, 
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for k= 1 +j. Since H*((x’““‘), T/(0, -2))=O, we have 
ffk(K(o,> V(0, -2))=O for k>O. (6.3) 
By (6.2) (6.3), and direct computation, we- have 
H’(K,, V(0, -2))gH’(K,, V(0, -2))K’o’ 
= Hom,,,,(K,lCK,, K,l, WA -2)) 
= (xcp”J 1 i= 1, . . . . mj- l,j= 1, .,., n). (6.4) 
Hence we have 
H’(K, K*)g (xcPz~) 1 i= 1, . . . . mj- l,j= 1, . . . . n). (6.5) 
Next, suppose that n + 3 $ 0 mod (p) and n + 5 f 0 mod (p). Then 
H’(K, H*) s H’(K,, ?‘(O, n + 3)) 
iz H’(K,, V(0, n+ 3))“O’ 
= HomK,,,WllK, &I, W, n + 3)). (6.6) 
By direct computation, we can show that the last expression on the right 
side of (6.6) is equal to zero. Hence 
H’(K, K*) = 0. (6.7) 
Finally, suppose that n + 3 G 0 mod (p). Since 
H’(K, %*)zH’(K,,F)@K- r (x(‘“))@K-, 
we have 
dim, H’(K, K*)>dim, H’(K, %*)=n+ 1. 
On the other hand, since 
H’K VK)O,,,,, Vi, > - 11,) = 0, 
by Remark 2.2, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that p > 2. Then 
H’(W, ml, Kh m)*) 
(xc@@ ( i= 1, . . . . mj- l,j= 1, . . . . n), 
= if n+5 $ Omod(p), 
0, if n+3 f Omod(p)andn+5 f Omod(p). 
(6.8) 
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Ifn+3=Omod(p), then 
dim~ff’(K K*)=dim,((u(K)~,,,,,, v(A,, -I),/K*)~~~+ 1 
and we have 
COROLLARY 6.1. Suppose that p > 2. Then 
dim, H*(K(n, m), F) 
if n+5=0mod(p), 
if n+3 f Omod(p)andn+5 $ Omod(p), 
and 
dim, H*W(n, m), F) = dimF((U(K)O,,K,,, VA,, - 1 ),/K*)K 
>n+l, if n+3=0mod(p). 
Note that [13, Theorem 2.4, 14, Theorem 4.51 is obtained under the 
condition p > 3, so the above results of Corollaries 5.1 and 6.1 generalize 
those of [ 13, 141 with less amount of computation. When n -t- 3 E 0 
(mod p), the computation of dim, H*(K(n, m), F) depends on a precise 
knowledge of dim,(U(K)@ecK,K,,, V(A,, - l),/K*)K which is quite com- 
plicated. A precise result of this case can be found in [ 14, Theorem 4.53. 
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